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Award-winning Canadian actress, Christine Solomon has been a performer since her tender years and
has worked in a wide range of Canadian, American and International productions. She is already an
established staple in the entertainment industry in Egypt.
Versatility is a key feature of Christine’s body of work, which includes over 20 stage plays, voice-over
gigs, television and film roles such as THE SCORE (2001) starring academy award winner Robert De
Niro and Marlon Brando, VH1ʼs HYSTERIA: THE DEF LEPPARD STORY (2001), Sony Picturesʼ HEAD
IN THE CLOUDS (2004), HBO Canadaʼs FAKERS (2009), hosting duties, music videos, television
commercials, and endorsement deals. The trained theatre actress has also starred in award-winning
foreign films such as BASRA (2008) and HELIOPOLIS (2009) that have reached regional and
international success in Europe, North/South America and throughout Africa.
Solomon appreciates the opportunity to work for positive causes. She has joined as the lead host for
GMC and Josh Duhamelʼs campaign BUILDING FOR AMERICAʼS BRAVEST and has also been chosen
as the new 2018 spokesperson for the Acne and Rosacea Society of Canada’s Rosacea Awareness
Campaign.
The multi-talent can be seen next in MY STRETCH OF TEXAS GROUND (2019), directed by Erich
Kemp.
Christine Solomon’s charismatic personality shines through her onscreen personas, she toped local and
foreign press such as Entertainment Tonight Canada, TV Week, Sharp Magazine, National Post, Toro
Magazine, Radio Canada, MSN Arabia, Al Ahram, Rotana, Variety Arabia, Screen India, Emirates
Woman Magazine and many other publications.
On the other side of the camera, Christine has served on the 25th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards
Television Nominating Committee and has been an official juror for several film festivals.
Christine splits her time between Canada and the United States. When she isn’t busy working on a
project, she enjoys writing and traveling.
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